### School-Wide Expectations Implementation Calendar

**Aug. 18- Expectation Stations:** SAFE, RESPECTFUL, RESPONSIBLE across all environments

**Aug. 25- SAFE, RESPECTFUL, RESPONSIBLE Matrix Overview**

- Sept. 2- SAFE in the Classroom
- Sept. 8- RESPECTFUL in the Classroom
- Sept. 15- RESPONSIBLE in the Classroom
- Sept. 22- Review Classroom Expectations
- Sept. 30- SAFE at Recess

- Oct. 6 – RESPECTFUL at Recess
- Oct. 13- RESPONSIBLE at Recess
- Oct. 20- Review Recess Expectations

**Oct. 27- Second Step Unit 1 (Skills for Learning)**

**Nov. 3- SAFE in the Cafeteria**

**Nov. 10- RESPECTFUL in the Cafeteria**

**Nov. 17 – RESPONSIBLE in the Cafeteria**

**Nov. 24- Review Cafeteria Expectations**

**Dec. 1- SAFE & RESPECTFUL at Home**

**Dec. 8- RESPONSIBLE at Home**

**Dec. 15-Second Step Unit 2 (Empathy)**

---

**Jan. 5- Expectation Stations**

- Jan. 12- SAFE in the Restrooms
- Jan. 20- RESPECTFUL in the Restrooms
- Jan. 26- RESPONSIBLE in the Restrooms

- Feb. 2- Review Restroom Expectations
- Feb. 9- SAFE in the Hallways
- Feb. 17- RESPECTFUL in the Hallways
- Feb. 23- RESPONSIBLE in the Hallways

- Mar. 2- Review Hallway Expectations
- Mar. 9- Second Step Unit 3 (Emotion Management)
- Mar. 24- Expectation Stations

- Mar. 30- SAFE in the Classroom

- April 6- RESPECTFUL in the Classroom
- April 13- RESPONSIBLE in the Classroom
- April 20- SAFE in a Assembly
- April 27- RESPECTFUL in a Assembly

- May 4- RESPONSIBLE in a Assembly
- May 11- Second Step Unit 4 (Problem Solving)
- May 18- Summer Expectations

---
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